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ARISTOTLE AND PRA˙ASTAPÅDA 
ON THE GENESIS OF THE UNIVERSALS

Introduction

The Vaiƒeßika School or system is one of the six orthodox princi-
pal philosophical systems of India together with the Pærva Mœmåµså,
the Såµkhya, the Yoga, associated to the Såµkhya, the Vedånta, and
the Nyåya associated to the Vaiƒeßika. Principal theories of the
Vaiƒeßika School are the theory of categories of reality (ontology) and
the theory of atoms. 

Praƒastapåda (circa second half of 6th century A.D. 1) wrote “an
independent, concise, systematic and comprehensive treatise on the
Vaiƒeßika School, the Padårthadharmasaµgraha … [that] soon
eclipsed the glory of all previous works on the Vaiƒeßika-sætras … It
became later on the focal point of the Vaiƒeßika literature” 2.

In this article we present an instance of thematic coincidence
between Vaiƒeßika’s and Aristotle’s philosophy related to the genesis
of universals and of the principia prima.

In our books On the Myth of the Opposition between Indian
Thought and Western Philosophy, Hildesheim: Olms Verlag, 2004

1. According to Erich Frauwallner, Geschichte der indischen Philosophie, II
Band, Salzburg: Otto Müller Verlag, 1956, p. 16.

2. Bimal Krishna Matilal, Nyåyå-Vaiƒeßika, Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz,
1977, pp. 62-63.
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(reviewed by Ernst Steinkellner in WZKS Band XLVIII 2004, 224-
225), Yoga. Una Camino Místico Universal, Barcelona: Editorial
Kairós, 2006, and Sobre el mito de la oposición entre pensamiento de
la India y filosofía de Occidente (soon to appear in Spain) we have
studied a good number of instances of thematic and methodological
coincidences between Indian and Western philosophies with the aim
to establish that the opposition of Indian thought as characterized by
irrationality to Western thought as characterized by rationality consti-
tutes only a myth to be rejected; that Philosophy indeed did exist in
India as it did in the West, with the same expectations, with the same
weaknesses; and that the comparison of the philosophical themes as
developed in India and in the West contributes to a better understand-
ing and appreciation of both of them. The idea that has guided us in
this research is that all peoples that have reached in their evolution a
similar cultural and intellectual level, give similar answers to ques-
tions, which are posed to them, whatever be their nature, practical,
religious or philosophical.

Definition of såmånya / universal

Praƒastapåda, in Chapter Såmånyapadårthaniræpa∫am, or
“Description of the category ‘universal’ (såmånya)”, of his work,
Praƒastapådabhåßya (Padhårthadharmasa√graha), pp. 741-742
Ga√gånåthajhå-Granthamålå edition, Varanasi, 1977, and p. 668 in
Nyåyakandalœ being a commentary on Praƒastapådabhåßya, with
three sub-commentaries, Vadodara (India): Oriental Institute, 1991,
begins giving the definition of såmånya, “universal”:

såmånyaµ dvividham – paramaparaµ ca / svavißayasarvagatam abhin-
nåtmakam anekav®tti ekadvibahußv åtmasvaræpånugamapratyayakåri 3

svaræpåbhedenådhåreßu prabandhena vartamånam anuv®ttipratyayakå-
ra∫am 4/

“‘Universal’ is of two kinds: ‘superior’ and ‘inferior’. It is

3. Vadodara’s edition has: åtmasvaræpånuv®ttipratyayakåra∫aµ.
4. Vadodara’s edition has: anuv®ttipratyayakåra∫am.
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omnipresent in its own objects 5, it resides in many (objects or individ-
uals) with its identity unbroken, it produces the idea of the sameness 6

of its own form in one, two or many things, it simultaneously exists in
[each of] its substrates [or subjects] with non fracture [or difference]
in its own form, it is the cause of the idea of sameness.”

Praƒastapåda in his definition of “universals”, såmånya, has
recourse to the idea of sameness: anugamapratyaya. 

Såmånya: similarity, commonness

Let us say some words on the semantic value of the term
såmånya, because this semantic value has an important presence in the
process of genesis of universals we are going to deal with.

Såmånya, according to Monier-Williams Dictionary, means as an
adjective “equal, alike, similar”, and also “shared by others, … com-
mon to”, and as a substantive “equality, similarity, identity”, “com-
mon or generic property.” Thus, when the word såmånya is used in its
technical meaning (“universal”) it points to the fact that two or more
objects that fall under the same såmånya are similar, because they
possess common elements (as for instance: qualities) or, what is the
same, that they possess common elements, because they are similar.
The notions of similarity and commonness are thus interchangeable.

The Vaiƒeßika authors prefer to use the word såmånya leaning
in a general way towards its meaning of “similarity”. When dealing with
the theory of categories, they use as the criterion of classification and
distribution the similarities and dissimilarities that exist among exis-
tents, i.e the common and uncommon characteristics of what is to be
classified. Praƒastapåda, p. 15, Varanasi ed. (p. 23, Vadodara ed.), says: 

5. Nyåyakandalœ comments: yat såmånyaµ yatra pi∫∂e pratœyate sa tasya svo
vißaya∆: “Whenever a universal is perceived in a thing, this [thing] is the own object
of that [universal].”

6. The word anugama, which is used by both editions as a synonym of anuv®tti
has the meaning of “uniformity, commonness, sameness”, Encyclopaedic Dictionary
of Sanskrit, Pune: Deccan College, 1997, p. 2692.
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dravyagu∫akarmmasåmånyaviƒeßasamavåyånåµ ßa∫∫åµ padårthånåµ
sadharmyavaidharmyatattvajñånaµ ni∆ƒreyasahetu∆: 

“The knowledge of the true nature of the six categories – sub-
stance, quality, movement, the universal, the particular, and inherence
– through their similarities and dissimilarities is the means of accom-
plishing the Supreme Good.” 

And the commentator ˙rœdhåra in his Nyåyakandalœ, ad locum
glosses:

yasya vastuno yo bhåvas 7 tat tasya tattvam / sådhåra∫o dharmma∆ såd-
harmyam, asådhåra∫o dharmmo vaidharmyam / sådharmyavaidharmye eva
tattvaµ …, tasya jñånaµ ni∆ƒreyasahetu∆ / 

“True nature of a thing is its form of being. Similarity is a com-
mon property. Dissimilarity is an uncommon property. Similarity and
dissimilarity [with and from other things] are the true nature [of a
thing], … its knowledge is the means of accomplishing the Supreme
Good.”

The Vaiƒeßikasætras of Ka∫åda, Praƒastapåda, and in general all
the authors of the Vaiƒeßika system, all along their treatises enumerate
the categories and the component elements of each one of them, and
point out the similarities and dissimilarities among all the categories
and elements that are included in all of them. As for instance,
Praƒastapåda in the text just quoted of p. 15, Varanasi ed. (p. 23,
Vadodara ed.), enumerates the six padårthas, “categories”, doing a
reference to their similarities and dissimilarities, and in p. 54,
Varanasi ed. (p. 67, Vadodara ed.), he enumerates the similarities
among the nine kinds of substances (dravya), “earth” (p®thivœ),
“water” (apas), “fire” (tejas), “air” (våyu), “ether” (åkåƒa), “time”
(kåla), “space” (dig), “soul” (åtman), “mind” (manas):

7. The reading bhåvas corresponds to Varanasi edition (Manuscript K).
Vadodara edition has: bhåvo yat svaræpas.
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p®thivyådœnåµ navånåm api dravyatvayoga∆ svåtmany årambhakatvaµ
gu∫avattvaµ kåryyakåra∫åvirodhitvam antyaviƒeåavattvam / 

“The nine [substances], earth and the rest, possess [the following
characteristics:] the partaking of ‘substanceness’, the capacity of bringing
about [the effects that are] in their own nature, the fact of having quali-
ties, the fact of not being destructible by their causes and effects, and the
fact of being endowed with ultimate individualities [= the atoms].” 

Similarity and commonness in Aristotle and Hobbes

Aristotle gives in Topica I, 102 a, lines 31-35, the definition of
γ�ν�ς, genus (that can be equated to the notion of ‘universal’), which
seems to have more present the notion of commonness than that of
similarity:

����ς �’���� �� 	
�� ���Ω��� 	
� ��
��Ω���� � 	
 �� ��� �� � 	

�� ���� 	
������Ψ����. �� � 	
 �� ���� �� 	
�������θ
� �� ���
φ�

����θ�, ��
 ���Ω��� �����φ�
� �����θ���
ς �� ���� �� ���	�-
����, 	
θ��� ��� �� ��θ�Ϋ��" ���Ω���, �����θ���
 �� ���� ��
���	�����, ���� ��� # 	
��. 

“Genus is that which is predicated in the [category of] essence of several
things that differ in kind. Let it be said that to predicate in the [category of]
essence [is to predicate] such things that are fit to be answered by him who is
asked ‘What is that before you?’, as for instance in the case of man it is fit to
be said ‘It is a living being’ by him who is asked ‘What is that before you?’.”

“Living being” (�� # 	
��) is the genus of man and ox, because if one
is asked, in reference to a man and an ox, ‘What is that?’, one answers ‘A
living being’, applying a common epithet to both: possession of life. 

Porphyrius in his Isagogé § 6, p. 3, Vrin ed., Paris, 1998, explains
Aristotle’s definition:

T$� ��� 	
������"����� �� ��� 	
θ’%��ς ����
� �Ω��", … ����
&�	����ς … �� �� 	
�� ���Ω���, 'ς �� ���� 	
� �� ��� … 	���$ς
���� �� ����ς ����.
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“Among the predicates some are said only of one [being or thing], … as for
instance ‘Socrates’…; others, as the genera and the classes, [are said] of several
things,… in common but not in an individual manner of one [being or thing].”

From these texts it is clear that for Aristotle beings or things are of
the same genus when to all of them can be given the same predicate
belonging to the category of “essence” (�(��
), i.e. when all of them pos-
sess a common (	���Ως) attribute belonging to that category. Aristotle
himself defines what are the predicates belonging to the essence category.

But in his classification of the animal species Aristotle seems to
indistinctly adopt both criteria of similarity and commonness to carry
out his task 8.

Let us say that Hobbes, in Leviathan, First Part, 4, p. 26 (R. Tuck
ed., Cambridge University Press, 2004) connects ‘Universall’ with the
notion of “similarity” (more in accordance with our Indian author):

One Universall name is imposed on many things, for their similitude in
some quality, or other accident: And whereas a Proper Name bringeth to
mind one thing onely; Universals recall any one of those many.

Genesis of the universals according to Praƒastapåda

After his definition of såmånya Praƒastapåda, pp. 742-743, Varanasi
ed. (p. 669, Vadodara ed.) describes in an abstract, concise, but notwith-
standing clear form the process of arising of any såmånya, “universal”:

katham ? pratipi∫∂aµ såmånyåpekßaµ prabandhena jñånotpattåv
abhyåsapratyayajanitåc ca saµskåråd atœtajñånaprabandhapratyavekßa∫åd
yad anugatam asti tat såmånyam iti / 

We give the translation of Praƒastapåda’s text putting between
brackets some explanations taken from the commentator ˙rœdhåra,
whose text is quoted below, or ours:

8. Cf. Sir David Ross, Aristotle, London-New York: Methuen-Barnes & Noble,
1966, pp. 114-115, and the texts he quotes from De partibus animalium and Historia
animalium.
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“How [is it that one comes to know the existence of the universal in
many things]? [The answer is:] There is the arising of a cognitive act

[jñåna], which has as a correlate something similar (såmånya) [existing] in
each one of the objects [that one perceives], simultaneously [existing in all
these objects] 9;

from the subliminal impression[s] [saµskåra] 10 originated by the
mental representation [once and again produced] by the reiteration

[abhyåsa] [of the cognitive act before described]
[comes forth] the remembrance [pratyavekßa∫a] of the simultaneous

existence [in all the perceived objects of that something similar, which was
the correlate] of the previous cognitive act[s];

[and] what follows – [i.e. the intellectual product, cognition or notion
born from the previous process: reiterate similar cognitive acts, similar

subliminal impressions and remembrance] and is congruent 11 [with the
similarity simultaneously existing in all the objects perceived in the previous
reiterate cognitive acts] – that is the såmånya 12 [universal].

˙rœdhåra’s commentary, Nyåyakandalœ, ad locum, says:

katham iti parasya praƒna∆ / katham anekeåu pi∫∂eßu såmånyasya
v®ttir avagamyata ity artha∆ / uttaram åha – pratipi∫∂am iti / pi∫∂aµ
pi∫∂aµ prati såmånyåpekßaµ yathå bhavati, tathå jñånotpattau satyåµ yo
’bhyåsapratyayas tena ya∆ saµskåro janita∆, tasmåd atœtasya jñånapraband-
hasya jñånapravåhasya pratyavekßa∫åt smara∫åd yad anugatam asti tat
såmånyam / kim uktaµ syåt ? ekasmin pi∫∂e såmånyam upalabhya
pi∫∂åntare tasya pratyabhijñånåd ekasyånekav®ttitvam avagamyate /

Then Praƒastapåda, pp. 743-745, Varanasi ed. (p. 670, Vadodara
ed.) expresses that the superior (param) universal (såmånya) is sattå

09. The presence of that ‘something similar’ does not hinder its presence in others.
10. Every experience leaves in the mind a mark, a trail, a subliminal impression

(saµskåra) that, under the appropriate circumstances, is reactivated, giving rise to
remembrance; in this way the experience remains in the mind.

11. We have translated anugatam of the text by “what follows” and “congruent”,
because both express two meanings of the Sanskrit word which are adequate to the
described process. 

12. Såmånya in the first paragraph hints to the simple similarity that exists in each
of the objects under consideration, and in the last paragraph, to the intellectual product
constituted by the ‘universal’, and resulting from a complex process of genesis.
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(“the fact of being”, “existence”) and indicates how the superior uni-
versal arises, giving a concrete example referred to a case of an infe-
rior universal (“the fact of being blue”) and comparing it with the case
of the superior universal (“existence”). This description of the arising
of the superior universal complements thus the previous explanation
of pages 742-743, Varanasi ed. (p. 669, Vadodara ed.):

tatra sattåsåmånyaµ param anuv®ttipratyayakåra∫am eva / yathå
parasparaviƒiß™eßu carmavastrakambalådißv ekasmån nœladravyåbhisam-
bandhån nœlaµ nœlam iti pratyayånuv®tti∆, tathå parasparaviƒiß™eßu
dravyagu∫akarmasv aviƒiß™å sat sad iti pratyayånuv®tti∆ / så cårthåntaråd
bhavitum arhatœti yat tad arthåntaraµ så satteti siddhå / sattånusambandhåt
sat sad iti pratyayånuv®tti∆, tasmåt så såmånyam eva / 

“Therein the universal ‘existence’ is superior, and is only cause of the
idea of identity 13. In the same way as in relation to a piece of leather, of
cloth, of blanket, etc., which are different among them, because of their con-
nection with a [same] blue substance there is an identity in the cognition they
produce: ‘[This is] blue’, ‘[That is] blue’, so in relation to substance, quality
and motion, which are different among them, there is an absolute [= beyond
any differentiation] identity in the cognition they produce: ‘[This is] exis-
tent’, [That is] existent’. And this [identity in the cognition] must be due to
something apart from [them, i.e. the three categories themselves], and this
something apart from them is established as ‘existence’. Because of the con-
nection with existence there is the identity of cognition: ‘[This is] existent’,
‘[That is] existent’; for this reason it [= ‘the fact of being’, “existence”] is a
universal.”

The mental operation of the genesis of universals described by
Praƒastapåda could be said to be an inductive operation, since from the
consideration of ‘particulars’ (pratipi∫∂am) one ascends to the ‘uni-
versal’ (såmånya). Aristotle defines induction in Topica 105 a, lines
13-14: ��
���� �� ) ��� �$� 	
θ’*	
��
 ��� �� 	
θ+��"

13. The “superior universal”, sattå, reunites all the things that exist, but does not
differentiate them from anything, since, for the Vaiƒeßika, apart from the existing
things nothing else exists. The “inferior universals” (substance, quality, action) reunite
all the things that fall under each of them and, besides that, each of them differentiates
the things that fall under it from the things that fall under each of the other two.
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/����β: “Induction is from the particulars to universals”. Keƒava
Miƒra, in his Tarkabhåßa, p. 58, Chaukhambha Orientalia edition,
Varanasi, 1970, referring to the inductive inference describes it as the
establishment of a general fact on the basis of the repeated perception
of similar particular facts: bhæyo darƒanena dhæmågnyo∆ svåb-
håvikaµ sambandham avadhårayati, yatra dhæmas tratrågnir iti.

The genesis of the principia prima and universals in Aristotle

In Analytica Posteriora, Book II, Chapter XIX, 99 b, line 15-100
b, line 17, Aristotle expresses that he will deal with the manner in
which are apprehended the first principles or premises of the demon-
stration, i.e. the principia prima (��Ϋ�
� ��1
�). They are the foun-
dation of demonstrations with which are established the knowledges
of each science. In fact what Aristotle does is to explain how the uni-
versal concepts are formed. But Aristotle’s description is equally valid
for the genesis of the principia prima as well as for the genesis of the
universals as it results clear from his explanation of 100 b, lines 1-5,
where he equates the process of acquiring the knowledge of the pri-
mary premises by induction and that of the general concepts conveyed
by sense-perception. 

Aristotle’s description of the genesis of the first principles is very
interesting for our comparative purpose, because of its points of coinci-
dence with Praƒastapåda’s description of the genesis of the universals. 

Aristotle begins posing the question of how the first principles are
apprehended (99 b, lines 17-19). Then he rejects the explanation that
the knowledge of the first principles 14 has always been present or
latent in us (as congenital or innate ideas not perceived), because this

14. We refer 
(�2β, “them”, of 99 b, line 26, not to 
3 *4�β, “the faculties”, of
99 b, line 25, but to ��β ��Ϋ�
β ��1�β ��β �����"β, “the first immediate princi-
ples”, of 99 b, line 21, because of the following reasons: the first principles are the
subject of the preceding explanations of 99 b, lines 15-26; the term ��Ϋ��β, “knowl-
edges”, of 99 b, line 27, is correctly related to 
(�2β only if this word designates “the
first principles”, but not if it designates “the faculties”, which are not “knowledges”;
Aristotle himself in 99 b, line 30, remits to what he said before in sections 1, 2, and 3
(71 a, line 1-73 a, line 20) in relation to demonstration, which deal with the first prin-
ciples, as the basis of demonstration; and, finally, Themistius in his Paraphrasis of
this treatise of Aristotle, ad locum, p. 62, lines 30-35, applies this passage (99 b, lines
23-30) to the first principles. 
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would imply that they have escaped our knowledge and we have not
been aware of them (99 b, lines 25-30). 

The only possible explanation is that we acquire them, not having
possessed them before, and in this case it is necessary to postulate the
existence of some special capacity, which giving rise to an adequate
process leads us to that acquisition. And this special capacity is sense-
perception, which is in fact possessed by all living beings and which
allows the constitution of the universals (99 b, lines 30-35):

�
���� ����"� ��� �5�’/1�� ��Ω� �, �5�’�����6�� 	
� �����
�
/1�"��� *4�� ������θ
�. ����	� 7�
 /1�� ��� ���
 �Ψ�
���, …
8
���
� �� ��6�� � �9��� :�2�1�� ���β #;Ϋ��β. /1� ��� �Ψ�
��� �Ψ�-
�"��� 	����	��, �� 	
��6��� 
��θ����.

“Accordingly, it is evident that it is not possible that we [congenitally]
possess [the knowledge of the first principles] or that they arise in us not hav-
ing had the knowledge [of them before] or not possessing a[n adequate] fac-
ulty. Then it is necessary to have some [adequate] faculty… It is evident that
this [faculty] belongs to all living beings, since they have an innate faculty
able to discern, which is called sense-perception.”

In what follows Aristotle describes the process of genesis of the
principia prima and universals, since both processes, as already said,
are parallel, according to what Aristotle himself explains in 99 b, line
15-100 b, line 5, where he announces that he will deal with first prin-
ciples (��� �$� ��1$�), he describes next how do universals arise,
and, finally, he ends the section pointing out that the universals and
the principia prima are known by induction: 

(99 b, line 36-100 a, line 1) ���Ψ��β �’
��θ���β ���β ��� �$� #;Ϋ��
������
� ���� ��6 
��θ��
��β, ���β �’�(	 ������
�. ����β ��� ��� ��
������
�, < ���β < ��� � �� ������
�, �(	 /��� ��Ψ���β ��$��β /4� ��6

��θ���θ
�. �� ��β �’/����� 
��θ
�������β /1�� /�� �� �;= >"1;=. (100 a,
lines 1-3) ����$� �� ����Ψ��� ��������� ?�� ��
���2 ��β ����
�, ���
���β ��� ����θ
� �Ω��� �	 �=β �$� ���Ψ��� ���=β, ���β �� ��. �	 ��� ���

��θ���β ����
� �����, ���� ������, (100 a, lines 4-6) �	 �� �����β
�����	�β ��6 
(��6 ��������β ������
. 
3 ��� ����
� ��=�
� � 	


��θ� 	
 ������
 ��
 �����. (100 a, lines 6-9) �	 �’������
β < �	 �
���β
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@����
���β ��6 	
θΩ��" �� �;= >"1;=, ��6 ���β �
�� �� �����, � �� ��
A�
��� B� ��;= �	���β �� 
"�Ω, ��1��β ��1� 	
� ��������β. 

(99 b, line 36-100 a, line 1) “This sense-perception existing [in all living
beings], in some living beings permanence of the percepta is produced, in
others it does not. For those [living beings] in whom [permanence of the per-
cepta] is not produced, cognition [in a complete sense] does not exist with the
exception of [mere] sense-perception – [it does not exist] at all [for those in
whom permanence of the percepta does not exist at all] or [it does not exist but
only] in relation to those [percepta whose permanence is] not produced. 

For those [living beings] in whom [permanence of the percepta] is pro-
duced, it is possible, once they have perceived something, to retain [the per-
cepta] in their soul. (100 a, lines 1-3) When many similar processes are
[repeatedly] produced, a distinction immediately arises: in some [living
beings] from the permanence of such [similar percepta] an intellectual

product [logos, in this case a universal concept] is produced, in others it is
not. 

Thus from sense-perception memory arises – as we say – (100 a, lines 4-
6) and from memory of the same thing repeatedly produced, experience [i.e.
personal knowledge or knowledge acquired through sense-perception], because
the memories [though] numerically many constitute a single experience. 

And when the universal is established in the soul (100 a, lines 6-9) out of
the [mentioned] experience or out of the whole [process] – [the universal i.e.]
the one in face of the many, whatever is present as one and the same in all

those [multiple] things – there is the starting-point of art and science …”

Aristotle concludes this last paragraph pointing out which is the nature
of the epistemological operation that leads to the knowledge of the univer-
sal principles; it is evident that it is an inductive operation, ��
����: 15

... (100 b, lines 3-4) �=��� �� ��� )��� �� ��$�
 ��
���; =
�����#�� ��
�	
���. 	
� ��� ) 
��θ��ς �C�� �� 	
θ+��" ������.

“… (100 b, lines 3-4) It is clear that it is necessary for us to know the

first [principles or premises] by induction, because sense-perception also
gives rise to the universals.”

15. “Induction” is clearly defined by Aristotle in Topica 105 a, lines 13-14, and
by Keƒava Miƒra, Tarkabhåßa, p. 58, already quoted.
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Example of Themistius illustrating Aristotle’s genesis of the
principia prima

Themistius (circa 317-circa 387) in his Paraphrasis of the
Analytica Posteriora, p. 62, line 35-p. 64, line 16, ed. Maximilianus
Wallies, Berolini: Typis et impensis Georgii Reimeri, 1900, glosses
the whole process of constitution of universals, and gives, p. 63, lines
17-23, the following example which illustrates that process: one per-
ceives that the hellebore is a purifying substance and this act of per-
ception is repeated several times; and, thanks to the remembrance of
the numerous reiterate perceptions of this fact, that experiential
knowledge (������
) consisting in it that the hellebore is purifying is
constituted. Once the experiential knowledge increases and is enriched
by other perceptions similar to the previous ones, with the remaining
of the memory of them, the universal principle that “all hellebore puri-
fies” is constituted and remains in the soul: 

�ς [=������
ς] �"�
"4
������ς � 	
� �����
�D
��Ψ��ς

��θ���� E���
� 	
� ������ ����"�
� ?�� �� 	
θ���" 	
� ������ �;=
>"1;=, ��� �9� %���D���ς 	
θ
���.

Conclusion

The texts that we have presented reveal a great coincidence
between Aristotle’s description of the genesis process of the principia
prima and the universals and Praƒastapåda’s description of the genesis
of the universals.

1. The first moment in Aristotle’s description is 
��θ���ς, which
is generally understood as “sense-perception”. Sense-perception,

��θ���ς, is in the context of Aristotle’s epistemological theory a
very humble faculty, since it operates with individuals or particulars
and for this reason it cannot produce knowledge (��������), which
requires the intervention of universals. Cf. Analytica Posteriora 87 b,
line 28-88 a, line 8; Topica 114 a, lines 21-22 and 25. 

Notwithstanding its humble condition 
��θ���ς is the starting-
point from which the knowledge of the first principles and universals
may be developed. 
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In Praƒastapåda’s description it is “an act of cognition or knowl-
edge”, jñåna, that starts the process of the genesis of universals. This
act of cognition is specifically an act of perception, pratyakßa, that can
be of material things through the five sense-organs, or of ideas and
feelings through the mind. Cf. Våtsyåyana ad Nyåyasætras I, 1, 4 (at
the end). This characteristic of perception of being of external objects
as well as of internal objects (ideas, etc.) opens the possibility that
there can be universals of individual material things as well as univer-
sals of individual mental things, as for instance: universals of ideas of
things existing in re, universals of ideas of things existing only in
intellectu, and universals constituted by the categories (padårthas) of
the Nyåya system of logic in which are included the means of correct
knowledge (perception, inference, etc.), doubt, motive, example, the
accepted theory, the members of inference, fallacious reason, etc.

Let us add that contrarily to Aristotle’s conception of sense-per-
ception as the humble faculty that gives rise to the whole process of the
genesis of universals, Praƒastapåda uses the word jñåna for the same
moment of the same process, and jñåna is not at all a humble faculty
since it points also to the highest knowledge, derived from meditation,
of the one Universal Spirit (Brahman) and of the soul (åtman). 

2. Then in Aristotle’s description follows the indication that in
some living beings the permanence or remaining (����) of the per-
ceptum, grasped by the act of perception, takes place. In other words,
there remains the memory (�����) of the thing grasped by the act of
perception. This is the second moment of the process.

Praƒastapåda in his description uses two words that have to do,
the first, with permanence or remaining in the mind of the percepta as
well as with memory, and the second, with memory. He explains that
from the act of cognition (jñåna) a saµskåra (subliminal impression)
is produced. On saµskåra cf. the previous note 10. In the word
saµskåra there is an implicit reference to permanence and remem-
brance of the perceptum. Praƒastapåda uses also the word
pratyavekßa∫a in reference to the intellectual product to which the
saµskåra gives rise. This word is glossed by ˙rœdhåra in his commen-
tary ad locum by smara∫a, “remembrance, reminiscence, memory”.
This is an explicit reference to remembrance of the perceptum, and
consequently of its permanence in the mind.
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3. Then Aristotle passes to deal with the third stage of the genesis
process. From the memories left each time by many similar things
repeatedly perceived an ������
 is produced. �E�����
 means an
“experience, an acquaintance with”. This acquaintance is nothing else
than the not at all well-defined knowledge brought about by the
remembrance of the similarity existing in all the perceived objects.
From this ������
 or from the whole genesis process just described
the universal (we can add: or the principium primum) comes forth. 

In Praƒastapåda we find the description of a very similar process.
For Praƒastapåda the universal, såmånya, is that mental product, concept
or notion that comes forth from similar remembrances (pratyavekßa∫a)
produced by the similar impressions (saµskåra) left by reiterate cogni-
tive acts (jñåna) of the similarity that exists in many objects.

4. Aristotle mentions in p. 100 a, lines 7-8, already quoted, the
characteristics of the universal: B� �
�� �� ����� “the one in face of
the many”, �� 
"�Ω “the same”. The many are unified in the univer-
sal, which is present in all of them:

��6 ���β �
�� �� �����, � �� �� A�
��� B� ��;= �	���β �� 
"�Ω …

Aristotle himself, in De interpretatione p. 17 a, line 38-17 b, line
1, makes reference to both characteristics of oneness, opposed to mul-
tiplicity, and commonness to several individuals:

���� �� 	
θ+��" ��� � ��� ������� ���"	 	
������θ�
�

where the word � in singular hints to unity, and what can be pred-
icated (	
������θ�
�) of many things is common to all of them.

Themistius, in page 63, lines 16-17, of his Paraphrasis of
Analytica Posteriora, refers explicitly to sameness:

�� 	
θ+��" �� ������ 	
� �
(��� �� ���β 	
θ’*	
���� 	
� �� ��
���β ������β,

and implicitly to oneness as opposed to plurality, where ��
	
θ+��" in singular is opposed to ���β ������β. Cf. ibidem, p. 64,
line 1: 
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�� 	
θ+��" �� �� ���β 	
θ’*	
���� ������.

And Porphyrius in Isagogé, § 6, p. 3, Vrin edition, Paris, 1998,
implicitly refers to both characteristics:

T$� ��� 	
������"����� �� ��� 	
θ’%��β ����
� ����", …
���� &�	����β … �� �� 	
�� �������, 'β �� ���� 	
� �� /��� …
	���$β ���� �� ����β ����.

“Among the predicates some are said only of one [being or thing], … as
for instance ‘Socrates’…, others of several things, as the genera and the classes,
… in common but not in an individual manner of one [being or thing].”

Praƒastapåda, in his definition of såmånya, universal, pp. 741-742,
Varanasi ed. (p. 668, Vadodara ed.), of his treatise (already quoted in
the previous section Definition of såmånya/universal) mentions unity
opposed to plurality and similarity as characteristics of såmånya:

abhinnåtmakam anekav®tti, ekadvibahußv åtmas-
varæpånugamapratyayakåri, svaræpåbhedenådhåreßu prabandhena vartamå-
nam anuv®ttipratyayakåra∫am.

˙rœdhåra, in page 744, Varanasi ed. (page 670, Vadodara ed.),
commenting Praƒastapåda’s text of pp. 742-743, Varanasi ed. (p. 669,
Vadodara ed.) (quoted also in the previous section) makes reference to
the opposition between the unity of the universal and the plurality of
the objects which fall under it: 

ekasmin pi∫∂e såmånyam upalabhya pi∫∂åntare tasya pratyabhijñanåd
ekasyånekav®ttitvam avagamyate.

“Having cognized [something that constitutes] a universal in one object,
on recognizing [afterwards] it in another object, one comes to know that one
universal is perceived in many objects.”

It was not need for him to refer to the characteristic of sameness
of the universal (the same in all), because this characteristic is already
implicit in the Sanskrit word såmånya: “similarity, universal”.
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The texts quoted in this article and the remarks that accompany
them make it evident that Aristotle and Praƒastapåda have numerous
remarkable points of coincidence in their ideas about how the univer-
sal, one, comes forth from many, as well as about which are the essen-
tial characteristics of the universal. These coincidences provide a new
support to the theses we have maintained in our publications men-
tioned in the Introduction of this article concerning Indian and
Western philosophies.
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